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Prologue

Green Rail, 

to plant seeds 

of hope

A new chapter is being written in the

history of the Korean railroad 

which greatly contributed to the

industrialization and modernization of

the country, envisioning a hopeful future

with a new paradigm in the 21st century. 

Now, railroad is a pillar of sustainable

human life, culture, and industry, and

laying the magnificent cornerstone for a

future full of green hope and happiness. 

Can’t you hear the dynamic sound

heralding Korea’s economic miracle?

Target transportation capacity of the metropolitan area railroad (by 2012)

Improving the operating system of the metropolitan area railroad 
and the connecting transportation system 

981million customers



Message from the Vision

We will become 

the world best railroad

As the most eco-friendly means of

transportation, railroad is enjoying a new

heyday across the globe by reducing

carbon emissions and contributing to a

sustainable greener life. 

We are committed to enhancing our

leading reputation for excellence.

Taking customer satisfaction as our 

No. 1 priority, KORAIL will provide

global-standard railroad service and

fulfill its social responsibility as a public

entity dedicated to increasing the

convenience and happiness of

customers. 

Spearheading efforts towards greener

logistics, we will evolve into a global

service group that is supported by all

residents and businesses. 

CEO of KORAIL Huh Joon-Young

Target capacity of KTX (by 2012)

Enhancing the KTX-centered operating system 
and optimizing the general railroad operation 

54.93million customers



KORAIL is the fifth largest constructor and operator

of high-speed railroads in the world with assets of

KRW 17 trillion. 

KORAIL was confronted such problems as road-

oriented traffic policy, but is now on track to gaining

full growth and taking our place among the world’s

best railroads.   

Providing global services for a green culture &

securing world-class core technologies — 

Creating outstanding corporate value & nurturing

global key talents with expertise — 

These are the goals of KORAIL, which is gunning for

the No. 1 spot in the world.

Pursuing global green service, the development

engine of KORAIL is at full throttle. 

New Vision Start!

Green Network
Creating Prosperous Life

Target revenue for new businesses (by 2012)

Size of new growing businesses created by activities such as asset development
and focused support for the growing businesses of affiliated companies.

KRW  491.7billion



Green & Total Transport | Green Growth

|   Enhance the KTX-centered operating systems and
strengthen competitiveness of conventional
railroads. 

|   Optimize the existing businesses of the metro-area
railroad and expand its business scope.

|   Build the foundation for the development of the
logistics business through expanding the market of
growing items.

|   Innovation of the railroad transportation system 
and expand infrastructure for logistics.

|   Reduce the cost and generate profit by applying the
advanced operating technology. 

|   Activate asset development and support for the
growing businesses of affiliated companies.

|   Launch a new business (create a new driving force
for growth) and diversify the business areas.

|   Venture into new business areas such as domestic
& global consignment business.

|   Create a new revenue source through global
business.  

|   Establish a business foundation preparing the
South-North and Continental railroads Connection.

Eco-friendly Total

Transportation Company

Total logistics service is the Korean railroad’s

locomotive of the future. 

KORAIL is spearheading the effort to develop new

logistics business, going beyond the stereotyped

concept that the railroad is only for transportation. 

The expanded role of tomorrow’s railroad will be

based on a total logistics service that further enhance

the status of the railroad that has served as Korea’s

great artery of industry. 

‘Eco-friendly total transportation company,’ 

that is another name for KORAIL.

Developing the new engine 

of growth

Railroad is a essential commitment to low carbon 

and green growth conforming to the eco-paradigm of the

21st century. 

KORAIL will focus on building a new growth engine by

developing station areas, as well as expanding passenger

and freight transportation. 

KORAIL will become a global total service company.

Dedicated to green business to enhance both our natural

environment and economy, we are the green collar

workers.

Target revenue for the comprehensive distribution service (by 2012)

Business diversification by launching new businesses (e.g., loading/unloading,
warehouse business) 

KRW  43.9billion
Target revenue for business utilizing railroad vehicles (by 2012)

Prototype sale of railroad vehicles in the global market 
and packaged export of technical consulting, etc.

KRW 11.9billion



Customer Satisfaction | Ecorail Culture

|   Continuously develop premium station complex 
and open an airport terminal at Seoul Station.

|   Upgrade transport arrangements for the
disadvantaged and install convenience facilities for
customers including platform screen doors.  

|   Establish the transfer system connected to the
public transportation system through the expansion
and automation of parking space. 

|   Upgrade the service quality to achieve the world’s
best on-time rate and zero customer waiting time.

|   Design and operate the ombudsman system for
stabilize the self-management system for
customer complaints.

We deliver 

customer satisfaction

Railroad is no longer just a means of transportation.

It is now a part of life that fills our hearts with

happiness. 

KORAIL embraces customer ideas and is always

open to interactive communication with them. 

We are committed to attaining zero customer

complaints. 

The engine of KORAIL is on full throttle to make that

dream of perfect customer satisfaction come true. 

KORAIL is dedicated to delivering customer

satisfaction. The nationwide network of rail lines is

ready to serve you. 

|   Develop tourism products such as ‘Haerang’.
contributing to the revitalization of the local economy 

|   Make new products reflecting the travel culture
trend such as ‘Rail-Ro(by rail)’ and ‘Bada-Ro(to the
ocean)’.

|   Provide One-Stop service through the operation of
the tour portal system. 

|   Develop Metro tour-leisure business by connecting
Metropolitan and the Central areas.

|   Manage the business of consignment sales of
admission tickets for tourist spots around the station
and gift vouchers for local special products. 

Railroad with green 

culture

Railroad offers a host of cultural experiences,

wellbeing travel combining the railroad and

bike, farm experience and DMZ tour. 

Enjoy comfortable, pleasant travel on KORAIL

and reap the rewards of a greener environment.  

Experience the eco-rail green culture with

KORAIL. 

Target level of customer satisfaction (by 2012)

Providing the best-grade railroad service loved by citizens

95.3%
Target recognition level of KORAIL (by 2012)

Promoting brand value through strategic PR

87.0%



ECORAIL Shift

Surest Landmark for

Low Carbon Emission

and Green Growth

Global warming and energy depletion are

the main threats to our survival. 

Korea is the world’s 10th largest energy

consumer and the 6 largest emitter of

CO2 among OECD countries. 

That is why Korea needs a greater

investment in ‘railroad’. 

Even a 1% share of the railroad taken

from road transportation share can save

KRW 600 billion every year in energy and

environmental costs. 

KORAIL’s blueprint of the future railroad

is to deliver a green solution for

sustainable growth. 

Now, it is time for the Modal Shift to

railroad!

Target R&D investment (by 2012)

Laying down the foundation for the nurturing of talents with expertise and
advanced research and development 

KRW  67.4billion



Epilogue

Railroad opens 

the door to a greener

tomorrow for Korea

Now, the door to a greener tomorrow for

Korea is open. 

KORAIL is shaping the future of the

country with its global standard top

service and technology, expanding the

nation’s railroad network, enhancing the

infrastructure for logistics systems,

promoting the railroad-oriented modal

shift, and creating a greener culture

through construction of environment-

friendly train and stations. 

KORAIL is pursuing its aspiration to

become the world’s best. 

KORAIL carries you on Korea’s green

path of growth!

Target on-time rate  (by 2012)

Strengthening competitiveness 
by optimizing railroad operation and increasing the scheduled speed

97.5%


